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JUBILIANT 7TH CIRCLE CONFERENCE OF CHENNAI BSNLEU
AND THE BLABBERING OF COM.C.K.MADHIVANAN

The 7th circle conference of Chennai circle was held jubilantly on 11th and 12th
March. It is a highly successful Conference. All the events of the Conference, viz.,
seminar, greetings by fraternal leaders, delegates session, etc., were perfect.
Com.P.Abhimanyu, General Secretary's valuable address and guidance, given in the
Conference, was well received by the delegates.
However, com.C.K.Madhivanan, circle secretary, NFTE, in his usual way, has
written rubbish on his website, about our General Secretary's speech. It is true that our
General Secretary expressed his displeasure for inviting com.C.K.Madhivanan to our
conference. The reason cited by our GS is that, com. C.K.Madhivanan lacks the minimum
decence that a human being should have. He continues to attack the leaders of BSNLEU
in a very dirty manner, and many times attacked his own (NFTE) leaders also nastily.
Further, he is anti-trade union unity and anti-united struggle. Our General Secretary
announced amidst thundering applause, that elements like C.K.Madhivanan, cannot
share our platform, unless he gives up his dirty methods of dealings in trade union. Our
General Secretary criticised the CGM, Chennai, for her anti-worker stand in the closure of
CMX issue. He also said that imposing dies-non on workers, by the CGM, for
participation in peaceful dharna, is an attack on the trade union right, which cannot be
accepted. What is wrong in this?
Com.C.K.Madhivanan has also tried to get some petty pleasure, by writing on his
website that, our General Secretary went hiding, when this brave heart(???) ie., com.
C.K.Madhivanan, came to address our conference. We can only laugh and feel pity for
this brave-heart. In the afternoon of 11th, greeting by fraternal trade union leaders took
place. Since, our General Secretary was not a speaker in that program, he was not
present. We request com. C.K.Madhivanan to once again read the invitation card
properly.

